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ABSTRACT: Enhanced Southern Ocean ventilation in recent decades has been suggested to be a relevant modulator of

the observed changes in ocean heat and carbon uptake. This study focuses on the Southern Ocean midlatitude ventilation

changes from the 1960s to the 2010s. A global 1/48 configuration of the NEMO–Louvain-la-Neuve sea ice model, version 2

(LIM2), including the inert tracer CFC-12 (a proxy of ocean ventilation) is forced with the CORE, phase II (CORE-II), and

JRA-55 driving ocean (JRA55-do) atmospheric reanalyses. Sensitivity experiments, where the variability of wind stress and/

or the buoyancy forcing is suppressed on interannual time scales, are used to unravel the mechanisms driving ventilation

changes. Ventilation changes are estimated by comparing CFC-12 interior inventories among the different experiments. All

simulations suggest a multidecadal fluctuation of Southern Ocean ventilation, with a decrease until the 1980s–90s and a

subsequent increase. This evolution is related to the atmospheric forcing and is caused by the (often counteracting) effects of

wind stress and buoyancy forcing. Until the 1980s, increased buoyancy gains caused the ventilation decrease, whereas the

subsequent ventilation increase was driven by strengthened wind stress causing deeper mixed layers and a stronger me-

ridional overturning circulation. Wind stress emerges as the main driver of ventilation changes, even though buoyancy

forcing modulates its trend and decadal variability. The three Southern Ocean basins take up CFC-12 in distinct density

intervals but overall respond similarly to the atmospheric forcing. This study suggests that Southern Ocean ventilation is

expected to increase as long as the effect of increasing Southern Hemisphere wind stress overwhelms that of increased

stratification.
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1. Introduction

The transport of surface waters into the ocean interior (‘‘ven-

tilation’’) is a key process for global budgets of heat, oxygen,

nutrients, and carbon (Sabine et al. 2004; Armour et al. 2016;

Talley et al. 2016). The large inorganic carbon and heat storage

capacity of theWorldOcean is rate limited by the sluggishmixing

between surfacewater and the interior ocean.Aprominent region

where ventilation of the ocean interior takes place is the midlati-

tude Southern Ocean, where Subantarctic Mode Water (SAMW)

andAntarctic IntermediateWater (AAIW) formed around 408–
508S feed the upper limb of the meridional overturning circu-

lation (MOC) (McCartney 1982; Sloyan and Rintoul 2001).

These water masses are formed through the process of subduc-

tion (Karstensen and Quadfasel 2002; Sallée et al. 2010),

whereby downward wind-driven velocities and lateral induction

across the sloping base of deep winter mixed layers just north of

the Subantarctic Front (SAF), cause the export of oxygen, heat,

and anthropogenic trace gases into the permanent thermocline

(Sabine et al. 2004; Sallée et al. 2012; Gao et al. 2018). The rel-

evance of theAAIWand SAMWventilation for Earth’s climate

is clearly shown by the fact that the Southern Ocean south of

358S, even though covering only ;25% of the global ocean, is

responsible for approximately 30%–40% of the global oceanic

uptake of anthropogenic CO2 (Gruber et al. 2019) and for ap-

proximately 75% of the oceanic uptake of the excess heat gen-

erated by human activities (Frölicher et al. 2015).
The past decades saw the Southern Ocean rapidly evolving

in terms of wind speeds, ocean temperatures, salinities, and

air–sea CO2 fluxes (IPCC 2019, section C). Driven by green-

house gas increase and ozone depletion, westerly winds steadily

increased since the 1960s (Swart et al. 2015). Observations of

temperature and salinity over the past decades document a

surface ocean warming on the northern flank of the Antarctic

Circumpolar Current (ACC) and cooling and freshening to the

south (Schmidtko et al. 2014; Roemmich et al. 2015), as well

as a middepth warming and freshening especially in the mode

and intermediate layers (Gille 2008; Böning et al. 2008; Gao

et al. 2018). These signals can be understood as fingerprints of

anthropogenic climate change (Banks and Bindoff 2003; Swart

et al. 2018), with the ocean freshening likely caused by the

combination of increased precipitation (Swart et al. 2018) and

wind-driven increase in northward sea ice export (Haumann

et al. 2016). The combination of freshening and midlatitude

warming might have increased stratification in the subduction

areas of AAIW and SAMW, even though a lack of observa-

tions hinders a robust assessment (IPCC 2019). Observational

studies also uncovered pronounced changes of the Southern

Ocean carbon uptake in the past decades, with a weakened

sink until the beginning of the 2000s caused by wind-driven

increase in the upwelling of carbon-rich waters (Le Quéré
et al. 2007) and a reinvigoration until the early 2010s (Landschuẗzer

et al. 2015).
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The changes in Southern Hemisphere physical climate are

expected to significantly impact Southern Ocean ventilation,

even though in counteracting ways. Whereas increased

buoyancy-driven stratification should be linked to weakened

subduction of AAIW and SAMW (Sallée et al. 2013), in-

creased wind stress is suggested to cause ventilation strength-

ening via increased mixed layer depths (Downes et al. 2017;

Waugh et al. 2019) and associated increase in volume of

AAIW–SAMW (Gao et al. 2018; Meijers et al. 2019).

Anthropogenic transient tracers such as chlorofluorocarbons

(CFCs), which have a 100% source in the atmosphere (as does

anthropogenic CO2), have been used to observationally con-

strain past changes in ventilation thanks to their fast equili-

bration time scales at the ocean surface and their inert behavior

in the ocean interior (Fine 2011; Ting and Holzer 2017).

Several estimates have come to the similar conclusion that

ventilation rates of SAMWhave been increasing by 20%–30%

from the early 1990s to the late 2000s (Tanhua et al. 2013;

Waugh et al. 2013; Tanhua et al. 2017; Ting and Holzer 2017).

These studies overall point to a shift in ventilation to lighter

density classes, which appears consistent with an observed shift

in anthropogenic CO2 storage from denser to lighter waters

from the mid-1990s to the mid-2000s in the Pacific and Indian

basins (Gruber et al. 2019).

To first order, the driving mechanism of the observed in-

crease in Southern Ocean ventilation appears to be the inten-

sification and, more controversially (Swart et al. 2015), the

poleward shift of westerly winds, which increase the horizontal

gyre transport (Waugh et al. 2019) as well as the depth of the

winter mixed layers via changes in buoyancy fluxes (Downes

et al. 2017). The increased ventilation is consistent with a wind-

driven increase of the MOC (Waugh et al. 2013), even though

observational estimates of the MOC carry large uncertainty

(DeVries et al. 2017) and it is still not clear to which extent

mesoscale eddies are able to counteract the possible wind-

driven increase in the MOC (Morrison and Hogg 2013). The

role of buoyancy forcing for recent ventilation changes has not

been fully established, even though it has been suggested to be

central for ocean ventilation changes in past climate transitions

(Watson et al. 2015) and in future climate conditions (Sallée
et al. 2013). Recent studies have also highlighted the relevant

role played by ocean mesoscale processes in promoting strong

localized ventilation of anthropogenic tracers (Sallée et al.

2012; Klocker 2018), even in the absence of MOC changes

(Abernathey and Ferreira 2015), and in shifting their distri-

bution to lighter density classes (Langlais et al. 2017).

Understanding the mechanisms that gave rise to Southern

Ocean ventilation changes in the past decades is a necessary

step in order to predict future ocean ventilation changes and

their effect on the uptake of heat and anthropogenic CO2. The

aim of this paper is to gain a mechanistic understanding of the

drivers of Southern Ocean ventilation changes from the 1960s

to the late 2010s, and in particular to evaluate the relative role

of wind stress and buoyancy forcing in causing the changes. A

global ocean general circulation model at 1/48 horizontal res-
olution and including the passive tracer chlorofluorocarbon-12

(CFC-12) is used to perform a set of hindcast and sensitivity

experiments forced by atmospheric reanalyses from 1948 to

2018. Changes in CFC-12 ocean interior inventories in the

hindcast experiments with respect to a steady-climate simula-

tion are used to estimate ocean ventilation changes driven by

interannual atmospheric change. In addition, sensitivity ex-

periments, where the wind stress and/or the buoyancy forcing

are suppressed on interannual time scales, are used to assess

the mechanisms driving ventilation changes. Specific goals are

1) to evaluate the interior CFC-12 ocean distributions in

comparison with observations; 2) to unravel the relative role of

wind stress and buoyancy forcing in driving the ventilation

changes; and 3) to assess the robustness of the results when

using two different atmospheric forcing datasets, that is, the

widely used CORE, phase II (CORE-II; Large and Yeager

2009), and the recently developed JRA-55 driving ocean

(JRA55-do; Tsujino et al. 2018).

2. Methods

We use a global configuration of the ocean–sea ice model

NEMO–Louvain-la-Neuve sea ice model, version 2 (LIM2)

(NEMO-LIM2; Madec and the NEMO Team 2016),

employing a 1/48 horizontal resolution (ORCA025) and 46

unequally spaced vertical levels (Barnier et al. 2007). An eddy

parameterization is not used since the model achieves a grid

spacing of ;15 km at 508S, which allows capturing the larger-

scale part of the eddy spectrum at midlatitudes (Chelton et al.

2011; Hallberg 2013). The oceanmodel contains a tracer model

computing the solubility and air–sea exchange of the atmo-

spheric trace gas CFC-12 based on the protocol for the CMIP6

Ocean Model Intercomparison Project (Orr et al. 2017).

The model is forced by two different atmospheric forcing

datasets: the CORE-II dataset from 1948 to 2009 (Large and

Yeager 2009) and the JRA55-do dataset (version 1.4) from

1958 to 2018 (Tsujino et al. 2018). JRA55-do is based on the

Japanese 55-year Reanalysis (Kobayashi et al. 2015), which

delivers high-resolution forcing in both space (1/28 horizontal
resolution) and time (3-h resolution). Runoff for the JRA ex-

periments is provided directly by the JRA55-do dataset (ver-

sion 1.1, at 1/48 horizontal resolution) whereas for the CORE

experiments runoff is climatologically prescribed. All experi-

ments are forced with the atmospheric variables of the re-

spective datasets, with the air–sea fluxes computed using bulk

formulas from CORE.

As summarized in Table 1, two hindcast experiments (herein

CORE-HIND and JRA-HIND) were performed under the

interannual forcing of CORE-II (1948–2009) and JRA55-do

(1958–2018). One climatological experiment (herein CORE-

CLIM) was performed by using the ‘‘normal year forcing’’

dataset of CORE-I (i.e., a repeated annual cycle retaining

synoptic variability), and two climatological experiments

(herein JRA-CLIM1 and JRA-CLIM2) were performed by

repeating the JRA55-do forcing of two different years ex-

tending from 1May to 30 April, namely, 1984–85 and 1990–91,

selected for their neutral climate conditions (Stewart et al.

2020). The length of the climatological experiments matches

the length of the hindcast experiments (i.e., 62 years for

CORE-CLIM and 61 years for JRA-CLIM2; unfortunately,

for technical reasons, JRA-CLIM1 could be integrated only for
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59 years). In addition, two sensitivity experiments were performed

under the CORE forcing: in the CORE-WIND experiment, the

interannual variability of the variables needed to compute the air–

sea fluxes of heat, freshwater, and CFC-12 was suppressed, whereas

the interannual variabilityof thewindneeded tocompute theair–sea

momentumfluxwaspreserved. Inotherwords, thewind stress varies

on all time scales, whereas the variables needed to compute the air–

sea buoyancy andCFC-12 fluxes vary only on annual and subannual

time scales. It should benoted that, inCORE-WIND, buoyancy and

CFC-12 air–sea fluxes may vary on interannual time scales through

the impact of the interannually varying wind stress on sea surface

temperature, on CFC-12 concentrations, and on sea ice melting/

freezing patterns. For the CORE-BUOY experiment, the interan-

nual variability of the wind stress was suppressed, whereas the in-

terannual variability of the variables needed to compute air–sea

fluxes of heat, freshwater, and CFC-12 was preserved. In other

words, air–sea buoyancy and CFC-12 fluxes vary on all time scales,

whereas the wind stress varies only on annual and subannual time

scales. The atmospheric variables needed to compute the air–sea

fluxes of heat, freshwater, and CFC-12 are wind speed, air temper-

ature, air humidity, incoming solar radiation, outgoing longwave

radiation, and precipitation.

Initial conditions for the experiments come from a 30-yr

spinup (from 1980 to 2009) initialized with temperature and

salinity from the World Ocean Database (Levitus et al. 1998)

and forced respectively with the CORE-II atmospheric forcing

and with the JRA55-do forcing. All experiments were forced by

the same atmospheric history of CFC-12 (Bullister 2015), where

the difference between 2014 and 2015 (when the dataset ends)

was used to extrapolate the years following 2015. The CORE

experiment starts in 1948 with CFC-12 ocean concentrations

equal to zero (i.e., atmospheric CFC-12 concentrations prior to

1948 are assumed negligible). For the JRA experiments, atmo-

spheric CFC-12 enters the ocean already during the spinup, so

that the CFC-12 inventories in 1958 reflect the observed ones.

In this paper, ventilation changes are estimated by comparing

CFC-12 ocean interior inventories between the different experi-

ments. As all experiments are forced by identical CFC-12 atmo-

spheric concentrations, the differences in tracer inventories between

HIND and CLIM experiments provide a measure of the effect of

interannually changing atmospheric forcing on the ventilation of the

ocean interior (Ting and Holzer 2017). A reduction of the CFC-12

inventory in a certain density class reflects a reduction of ventilation

in that density class, whereas an increase of CFC-12 inventory in a

certain density class reflects an increase of ventilation in that density

class. Specifically, the differences betweenmatching years of HIND

and CLIM experiments are used to compute percentage changes as

(HIND 2 CLIM)/CLIM 3 100. The percentage changes in tracer

inventories between the sensitivity experiments (CORE-WINDand

CORE-BUOY) and theCORE-CLIMexperiment give insight into

the relative role of changingwind stress andbuoyancy forcing for the

ventilation changes.

For this study, only CFC-12 inventories that are found in the

ocean interior are considered, and not those within the mixed

layer where they can potentially interact with the atmosphere.

The ‘‘ocean interior’’ is defined, for each grid point, as the

ocean depth below the deepest mixed layer depth (MLD)

computed over the whole simulation length of all experiments,

distinguishing between CORE and JRA experiments (Fig. S1

in the online supplemental material). It should be noted that

this metric represents aminimumestimate of the ocean volume

interior. Throughout the paper, the MLD is defined as the

depth at which potential density is 0.01 kgm23 higher than in

the surface layer.

The experimental strategy used in this study has a number of

advantages: 1) By using CFC-12 as a passive tracer, it is pos-

sible to evaluate how well the model ventilates the ocean in-

terior by comparison with observed sections. 2) By comparing

the CORE-WIND and CORE-BUOY experiments, the rela-

tive role of wind stress and buoyancy forcing in driving the

ventilation changes is evaluated. 3) By comparing the venti-

lation changes in the CORE-HIND and in the JRA-HIND

experiments, the robustness of the results with respect to the

atmospheric forcing is assessed. 4) By comparing the two JRA-

CLIM experiments, it is possible to test whether simulations

performed under different mean atmospheric states have

similar adjustment trends and internal variability. This is an

important point since the assumption here is that the CLIM

experiments represent a stable climate. There might be spuri-

ous trends unrelated to the atmospheric forcing, but if these

trends are comparable in all experiments, it can be reasonably

assumed that the ventilation changes that we obtain by sub-

tracting CLIM from HIND are atmospherically driven.

3. Results

a. Mean patterns of tracer uptake and storage

CFC-12 enters the Southern Ocean in areas of low SST, high

wind speeds, as well as deepMLDand upwelling, both of which

TABLE 1. Experiments performed in this study. The CORE-CLIM experiment was forced with the ‘‘normal year forcing’’ dataset of

CORE-I for 62 years, JRA-CLIM1was forcedwith the atmospheric forcing from 1May 1984 to 30Apr 1985 for 59 years, and JRA-CLIM2

was forced with the atmospheric forcing from 1 May 1990 to 30 Apr 1991 for 61 years.

CORE forcing JRA55-do forcing

Hindcast experiments CORE-HIND (1948–2009) JRA-HIND (1958–2018)

Climatological experiments CORE-CLIM (62 years) JRA-CLIM1 (59 years)

JRA-CLIM2 (61 years)

Wind stress experiments CORE-WIND (1948–2009)

Buoyancy experiments CORE-BUOY (1948–2009)
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cause subsurface waters undersaturated in CFC-12 to come

in contact with the atmosphere. These mechanisms are most

prominent over the winter season, leading to highest CFC-12

air–sea fluxes in austral winter (not shown). Spatially, the

highest winter CFC-12 fluxes occur in two bands (Fig. 1a): the

first is associated with the deepest MLD forming just north of

the SAF (Fig. 1b, asterisks in Fig. 2), and the second is asso-

ciated with the cold regions just north of the sea ice edge

(Fig. 1a, contour). In the Pacific, where the maximum MLD is

found at higher latitudes with respect to the other basins

(Fig. 1b), these bands merge in one single band of CFC-12 air–

sea flux maxima at about 608S. CFC-12 inventories integrated

in the ocean interior (as defined in section 2) are highest north

of the deep MLDs at midlatitudes and around Antarctica

(Figs. 1c,d). This is not surprising since the dominant mecha-

nism leading to tracer subduction is lateral induction across the

sloping base of the deep winter mixed layer (Karstensen and

Quadfasel 2002; Sallée et al. 2010). When the mixed layer

subsequently shoals, the tracer is trapped below the mixed

layer and is advected along isopycnal surfaces away from the

water mass formation regions. It should be noted that the large

CFC-12 air–sea fluxes found north of the sea ice edge do not

result in high CFC-12 inventories in the ocean interior, since it

is chiefly through the process of subduction that the tracer can

be injected in the ocean interior. The CFC-12 inventories in

JRA-HIND and CORE-HIND present similar spatial struc-

tures, even though JRA-HIND has higher values. This is likely

caused by deeper winter mixed layers (especially in the Pacific

FIG. 1. Simulated air–sea fluxes and column inventories of CFC-12 in relation to the MLD

distribution. Averages between 1990 and 1999 in (a)–(c) CORE-HIND and (d) JRA-HIND of

September CFC-12 air–sea fluxes (colors) and September sea ice edge (contours, diagnosed as

90% sea ice concentration) in (a), SeptemberMLD (colors) in (b), and annually averagedCFC-

12 inventories integrated in the ocean interior in (c) and (d) (excluding the MLD, see section 2

for details). Lines in (a) show the location of the repeat sections shown in Fig. 2. The contour in

(b) shows the SAF (corresponding to the sea surface height contour that is closest to the

maximum meridional gradient of the climatological temperature at 200-m depth).
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basin and around Antarctica) in JRA-HIND with respect to

CORE-HIND (Fig. S2d) leading to an overall higher tracer

subduction in the Southern Ocean interior.

Meridional sections of CFC-12 interior distribution in

CORE-HIND and JRA-HIND (Fig. 2) show that the tracer

spreads along neutral density surfaces (Jackett andMcDougall

1997) and that it is highest in correspondence of the seasonally

deepest MLD found just north of the SAF. The interior dis-

tribution of the tracer compares well with observations col-

lected at repeat WOCE sections, even though the spreading

tends to be too shallow, likely because winter MLD is some-

what too shallow with respect to observations, especially in the

Indian Ocean (Fig. 2 and Fig. S2). The sharpness of the SAF in

the Indian Ocean is better represented in JRA-HIND with

respect to CORE-HIND, possibly because of the higher hori-

zontal resolution of JRA55-do (0.58) with respect to CORE-II

(28).
The CFC-12 interior distributions cluster around density

classes that differ among the three Southern Ocean basins

(Fig. 3). The location in density space of the inventory peaks

appears driven by a combination of maxima in northward

transport (Fig. S3) and in winter MLD (Fig. S4). The largest

Indian Ocean inventory (at around 26.8–26.9 kgm23) is

formed in the Southeastern Indian Ocean (Figs. S5a,b and

Movie S1) whereas the largest Pacific Ocean inventory (at

around 27.1–27.2 kgm23) is formed in the southeast Pacific

FIG. 2. CFC-12 sections in comparison to observations. CFC-12 concentrations along the repeat sections (left)

SR03 at 1438E (extending only to 448S) in year 1991 and (right) P18 at 1038W in year 1994 (see black lines Fig. 1a).

(a),(b) CORE-HIND, (c),(d) JRA-HIND, and (e),(f) Global Ocean Data Analysis Project, version 2 (GLODAPv2),

sections (Key et al. 2015; Olsen et al. 2016). Black contours: neutral density. Gray contours: September MLD in the

model (2000–09 average for CORE-HIND and 2000–16 average for JRA-HIND) and in Argo (average between

January 2000 andApril 2018; Holte et al. 2017). The asterisks show the approximate location of the SAF (see caption

of Fig. 1). All model variables are annual means and were averaged spatially 38 east and west of the observed

section longitudes. GLODAP sectionswere interpolated on a regular grid using objectivemapping. It should be noted

that the MLD computed from Argo data is based on a variable density threshold (Holte et al. 2017) and is therefore

not strictly comparable to the simulated one.
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(Figs. S5c,d and Movie S1). These locations agree well with ob-

servational studies (McCartney 1982; Herraiz-Borreguero

and Rintoul 2011) and contribute to the bulk of SAMW. All

basins show large CFC-12 inventories at densities of around

27.4–27.55 kgm23. When inspecting the spatial structure of this

inventory (Figs. S5e,f and Movie S1) and the location in density

space of the MLD peaks (Fig. S4), it emerges that most of the

uptake in this density class occurs in the southeast Pacific and then

spreadswithin the eastwardACC, thereby accumulating in all other

ocean basins. The low salinity signature of these water masses (not

shown) identifies them asAAIW.At densities. 28kgm23, a peak

in CFC-12 inventories is found in Antarctic Bottom Water

(AABW) that forms around Antarctica (Figs. S5g,h).

Formode and intermediate waters, CORE-HIND and JRA-

HIND show substantially the same clustering around the

density peaks (Fig. 3) and a similar spatial structure in CFC-12

inventories (Fig. S5). In JRA-HIND, the Pacific Ocean peak at

;27 kgm23 is about 15% higher than in the CORE-HIND

experiment, and the Indian Ocean peak at 26.8–26.9 kgm23 is

found in denser density classes (Fig. 3). As already mentioned,

this is related to the different structure of the winter MLD

between the two experiments (Fig. S2). In particular, the

denser peak in the Indian Ocean appears connected with a

more poleward winter MLD pattern in JRA-HIND with re-

spect to CORE-HIND. The most striking difference between

the CORE-HIND and JRA-HIND experiments is the CFC-12

peak in the AABW density range, which is considerably

larger in the JRA-HIND experiment than in the CORE-HIND

experiment. Based on available observations, it is unclear

whether such a high CFC-12 inventory in JRA-HIND is real-

istic (Key et al. 2015; Olsen et al. 2016). Ocean models at the

resolution and complexity as the one used in this study show

deficiencies in simulating the critical physical processes gov-

erning AABW formation (Heuzé et al. 2013). In addition,

these processes differ largely with respect to those associated

with mode and intermediate water formation. For these rea-

sons, this study will focus only on the midlatitude ventilation

rather than on the ventilation associated with AABW. In the

following, water masses having neutral density . 27.9 kgm23

will be excluded from the analysis.

FIG. 3. SimulatedCFC-12 inventories as a function of density. CFC-12 inventories integrated in the ocean interior

(excluding the MLD, see section 2 for details), over 0.05 kgm23 neutral density bins, between 308 and 758S and in

the Pacific sector (blue lines, 1658E–608W), in the Atlantic sector (red lines, 608W–208E), and in the Indian sector

(black lines, 208–1658E). (a),(b)Average between years 1960–69 and (c),(d) between 2000 and 2009 in (left) CORE-

HIND and (right) JRA-HIND. Dashed lines indicate the density values for whichmaps in Fig. S5 andMovie S1 are

shown. Note the different y axis between top and bottom rows.
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By comparing the midlatitude inventory peaks between the

1960s (Figs. 3a,b) and the 2000s (Figs. 3c,d), a shift toward

lighter density classes of the Pacific and Indian mode water

peaks emerges in both the CORE-HIND and JRA-HIND

experiments. This pattern of change, which will be further

analyzed in the next section, appears to first order to be driven

by a shift in location (in density space) of the September MLD

(Fig. S4) and of the northward transport at 408S (Fig. S3).

b. Temporal changes of Southern Ocean ventilation

CFC-12 ocean interior inventories (excluding densities .
27.9 kgm23) integrated over the Southern Ocean between 308
and 758S show a steady increase until the mid-1990s and a

slower increase afterward (Fig. 4a), as expected based on the

historical CFC-12 atmospheric evolution (Bullister 2015). As ex-

plained in section 2, the changes in Southern Ocean ventilation

driven by interannual atmospheric variability are computed as the

percentage change in CFC-12 inventories between the HIND

experiments and the CLIM experiments. Ventilation changes

based on CORE and JRA experiments show a pronounced

multidecadal pattern (Figs. 4b,c), with a decrease from the 1960s

to the 1980s–90s, and an increase until the late 2010s.

Admittedly, there are differences in magnitude and timing

between the ventilation changes in the CORE and JRA ex-

periments. In CORE-HIND the upward trend in the last de-

cades is steeper than in JRA-HIND and begins already in the

1980s, whereas in JRA-HIND the ventilation starts increasing

only in the 1990s. The weaker ventilation trend in JRA-HIND

can be explained by the weaker trend in westerly wind stress

(Fig. 5a), which causes a weaker trend in the residual MOC

(Fig. 5b) calculated in density space (as described in appendix

A) as well as by the shallower September MLDs during the

past decades (Fig. 5c). Even though the two estimates of

JRA-HIND ventilation changes (one computed with respect

to JRA-CLIM1, the other computed with respect to JRA-

CLIM2) show a similar temporal behavior, they also show

some differences. First, the overall values are different since

the CFC-12 uptake differs between the two JRA-CLIM ex-

periments. Second, JRA-HIND percentage changes computed

with respect to JRA-CLIM1 show a sharper initial drop. The

deviations in the first part of the time series can be partly ex-

plained by the fact that percentage changes computed on very

small concentrations of CFC-12 concentrations (Fig. 4a) might

be overly amplified. Nonetheless, the overall temporal be-

havior of the ventilation changes is similar when using the two

different JRA-CLIM experiments, indicating that results are

robust with respect to the choice of the CLIM experiment.

The percentage changes in CFC-12 inventories between the

sensitivity experiments (CORE-WIND and CORE-BUOY)

and the CORE-CLIM experiment help revealing the causes for

the decadal trends in ventilation (Fig. 4b). In the CORE-WIND

experiment, steadily increasing Southern Ocean ventilation

since the 1980s (Fig. 4b, blue line) is caused by the increasing

westerly wind stress (Fig. 5a, blue line) that is associated with a

strengthening of the upper cell of the residual MOC (Fig. 5b,

blue line) and an overall deepening of winter MLDs averaged

between 408 and 688S (Fig. 5c, blue line). Interestingly, the

strengthening of the upper cell of the MOC and of the

FIG. 4. Simulated changes in Southern Ocean ventilation since the

1960s.TimeseriesofannuallyaveragedCFC-12 inventories integratedover

the Southern Ocean (308–758S) within the ocean interior (excluding the

MLD, see section 2 for details) and over densities , 27.9kgm23 in

(a)CORE-HIND(full line) andJRA-HIND(dashed line). (b)Percentage

changes of CORE-HIND (black full line), CORE-WIND (blue line),

CORE-BUOY (red line) with respect to CORE-CLIM. (c) Percentage

changes of JRA-HIND with respect to JRA-CLIM1 (black) and JRA-

CLIM2 (gray). Please note the different y axis between (b) and (c).
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ventilation both show pronounced increases in the 1980s. The

MLD deepening trend in CORE-WIND occurs despite in-

creased air–sea buoyancy fluxes (Fig. 5d, blue line). The con-

nection between wind stress andMLD changes will be discussed

in section 3c.

In the CORE-BUOY experiment, Southern Ocean ventila-

tion shows a sharp drop until the beginning of the 1980s and a

stable behavior afterward, with a small increase in themid-1990s

(Fig. 4b, red line). Winter MLDs in CORE-BUOY (Fig. 5c, red

line), averaged between 408 and 688S, are shallower in the 1980s

and in the 2000s, and deeper in the 1960s and mid-1990s. The

MLD temporal behavior therefore points to the fact that the

reduced ventilation in the 1980s and increased ventilation in

the mid-1990s in CORE-BUOY (Fig. 4b) might be related with

MLD changes. The changes in MLD in CORE-BUOY are in

broad agreement with the overlying changes in air–sea buoyancy

fluxes (Fig. 5d, red lines), which, despite exhibiting little decadal

variability, are higher between 1975 and 1980 (14.3Wm22) and

lower between 1985 and 1994 (13.3Wm22).

The resulting temporal evolution of the Southern Ocean

ventilation in CORE-HIND can thus be understood as the

result of the combined effects of changes in buoyancy forcing

and in wind stress. Until the 1980s, the buoyancy-driven in-

crease in stratification gave rise to a reduction of Southern

Ocean ventilation, whereas afterward the combination of a

stronger upper MOC cell and of increased MLDs in the mid-

1990s led to a recovery of the Southern Ocean ventilation.

Interestingly, whereas the MLD temporal variability is similar

FIG. 5. Interannual and decadal variability of ocean properties. Thin lines show (a) annually averaged total wind

stress, (b) annually averaged maximum residual MOC (Cres) calculated in density space (as described in appendix

A), (c) September MLD (plotted with reversed y axis), and (d) heat-equivalent air–sea buoyancy flux (positive

indicates increased buoyancy) in CORE-HIND (full black lines), JRA-HIND (dashed lines), CORE-WIND (full

blue lines), and CORE-BUOY (full red lines). Thick lines show the 10-point running mean of the thin lines.

Averages between 408 and 688S are shown for all panels except for (b) where themaximumof the annually averaged

residual MOC in the latitude range 408–688S is shown. All time series were detrended with the linear trend of their

respective CLIM experiments. For JRA, the average trend of JRA-CLIM1 and JRA-CLIM2was used. It should be

noted that the latitudinal averaging domain is different with respect to Fig. 4 in order to capture the areas more

closely related to mode and intermediate water formation.
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in CORE-HIND and CORE-BUOY (Fig. 5c), the ventilation

temporal variability diverges more strongly between the ex-

periments (Fig. 4b). This aspect highlights that MLD is not

the only driver of ventilation changes in CORE-HIND, and the

wind stress–driven MOC strengthening explains much of the

ventilation variations.

c. Regional patterns of change

The percentage changes in CFC-12 inventories between

CORE-HIND and CORE-CLIM integrated in distinct neutral

density classes and over the three Southern Ocean basins can

reach magnitudes of 20% (Figs. 6a–c). Even though the three

basins differ in the details of the ventilation changes, an overall

tripolar pattern of change is detected: increased ventilation at

higher densities and in light density classes (black boxes in

Figs. 6a–c), and decreased ventilation in between (green boxes

in Figs. 6a–c). The ventilation shift toward lighter varieties of

mode water, which is also visible in the shifting peaks of CFC-

12 inventories in the Pacific and Indian basins (Fig. 3), is in

agreement with past observational studies (Waugh et al. 2013;

Tanhua et al. 2017). It should be noted that the ventilation

change in each density class can be understood as a combina-

tion of changes in mean CFC-12 concentration over that den-

sity class and of changes in volume of that density class

(not shown).

The ventilation changes between the sensitivity experiments

(CORE-WIND and CORE-BUOY) and CORE-CLIM reveal

that ventilation changes in CORE-HIND are due to the com-

bination of the effects of wind stress changes (Figs. 6d–f) and

of buoyancy forcing changes (Figs. 6g–i). While wind stress

changes cause a tripolar pattern of ventilation change (reduction

at around 27 kgm23 and increase in lighter and denser water

masses), buoyancy forcing causes an overall bipolar pattern of

increased ventilation for water masses lighter than about

26.8kgm23 and a reduction for denser water masses. By com-

paring the ventilation anomaly patterns in the three experiments,

wind stress changes emerge as the dominant driver of the ven-

tilation changes, even though buoyancy forcing changes at times

FIG. 6. SouthernOcean ventilation changes in density space driven by wind stress and buoyancy forcing. Percentage changes of annually

averaged CFC-12 inventories integrated over 0.05 kgm23 neutral density bins within the ocean interior (excluding theMLD, see section 2

for details), between 308 and 758S, and over (left) the Pacific basin (1658E–608W), (center) the Atlantic basin (608W–208E), and (right) the

Indian basin (208–1658E). Shown are (a)–(c) CORE-HIND, (d)–(f) CORE-WIND, and (g)–(i) CORE-BUOY percentage changes with

respect to CORE-CLIM. Black (green) boxes in (a)–(c) visualize time–density domains of ventilation increases (decreases) discussed in

the main text. Values lower than 65% are not shown. In (a)–(c), arrows indicate, for each basin, the density value corresponding to the

CFC-12 inventory peak in Fig. 3.
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reinforce and at times weaken the wind stress–driven ventilation

anomalies.

To better understand the physical mechanisms driving these

ventilation changes, Fig. 7 shows CORE-HINDminus CORE-

CLIM anomalies in air–sea heat fluxes, net freshwater fluxes,

air–sea buoyancy fluxes, and wind stress curl. Air–sea heat

fluxes are the sum of incoming solar radiation, outgoing

longwave radiation, and turbulent (latent and sensible) heat

fluxes. Net freshwater fluxes include precipitation, evapora-

tion, sea ice melt and freezing, and runoff. Buoyancy fluxes are

computed as the sum of air–sea heat fluxes and net freshwater

fluxes (as described in appendix B), whereby freshwater and

buoyancy fluxes are computed as heat-equivalent fluxes to

allow a quantitative comparison with the air–sea heat fluxes.

Figure 7 shows the temporal evolution of these quantities av-

eraged in the surface outcropping of distinct neutral density

intervals and over the three Southern Ocean basins, and Fig. 8

analyzes the latitude–longitude anomaly patterns of air–sea

heat fluxes, net freshwater fluxes, air–sea buoyancy fluxes, and

September MLD for the decade 1996–2005.

All basins show increasing total wind stress between the

1960s and the 2000s (Figs. S6j–l) that is associated with in-

creased positive wind stress curl anomalies on the northern

flank of the wind stress maxima, and negative wind stress curl

anomalies on the southern flank (Figs. 7j–l, Figs. S6j–l). All ba-

sins show overall positive buoyancy flux anomalies (Figs. 7a–c

and 8a), meaning that the combined changes in heat and

freshwater fluxes over the past decades led to increased

buoyancy inputs from the atmosphere and from sea ice

melting/freezing. The following considerations can be made on

the relative contributions of air–sea heat fluxes (Figs. 7g–i and

8c) and net freshwater fluxes (Figs. 7d–f and 8b). In absolute

values, net freshwater fluxes are typically positive (meaning

freshwater input) over most of the subpolar latitudes, except in

FIG. 7. Anomalies in density space of individual air–sea flux components. Differences between CORE-HIND

and CORE-CLIM in (a)–(c) heat-equivalent buoyancy fluxes (positive indicates buoyancy gain), (d)–(f) heat-

equivalent net freshwater fluxes (positive indicates ocean freshwater gain), (g)–(i) air–sea heat fluxes (positive

indicates ocean heat gain), and (j)–(l) total wind stress curl. The annually averaged variables are averaged over

outcropping surfaces of 0.05 kgm23 neutral density intervals, between 308 and 758S and over (left) the Pacific sector
(1658E–608W), (center) the Atlantic sector (608W–208E), and (right) the Indian sector (208–1658E).
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the Pacific basin close to Antarctica (Figs. S6d–f). The CORE-

HIND minus CORE-CLIM anomalies show enhanced fresh-

water loss for high densities in the Pacific and Atlantic basins,

enhanced freshwater inputs around 27–27.5 kgm23 and, at

some locations, reduced freshwater inputs at lighter densities.

In absolute values, air–sea heat fluxes are typically negative

(meaning ocean heat loss) at high densities and positive

(meaning ocean heat gain) at densities around 27 kgm23 and

lighter (Figs. S6g–i). The CORE-HIND minus CORE-CLIM

anomalies show enhanced ocean heat losses at higher latitudes/

densities and enhanced ocean heat inputs for lighter densities,

and specifically: reduced heat losses in the Pacific basin for

densities of 27–27.5 kgm23, and enhanced heat gains in the

Atlantic basin (especially before 1995) and in the Indian basin

(especially after 1995). By comparing the patterns and mag-

nitudes of the anomalies of heat, freshwater, and buoyancy

fluxes, it emerges that (except for high latitudes) heat fluxes

make an overall more important contribution to buoyancy flux

anomalies than the freshwater fluxes.

The winter MLD in CORE-HIND (Figs. 8d and 9a–c) re-

sponds strongly to changes in buoyancy inputs. Areas where

air–sea buoyancy flux anomalies are positive typically corre-

spond to enhanced stratification, whereas areas where air–sea

buoyancy flux anomalies are negative typically correspond to

deeper mixing. Driven by positive buoyancy fluxes, the MLD

becomes shallower in several locations, and most importantly

in correspondence of the MLD maxima in the Pacific basin (at

around 27.1 kgm23, Fig. 9a, Fig. S6m) and in the Indian basin (at

around 26.8 kgm23, Fig. 9c, Fig. S6o). As deduced from theMLD

anomalies in the sensitivity experiments CORE-WIND (Figs. 9d–f)

and CORE-BUOY (Figs. 9g–i), in these locations the MLD

changes are the result of counteracting effects of increased wind

stress andof increased air–sea buoyancy inputs,with the buoyancy

forcing playing the dominant role. To the north of the winter

FIG. 8. Regional distribution of air–sea fluxes and MLD anomalies. Differences between

CORE-HIND and CORE-CLIM of 1996–2005 averages of (a) heat-equivalent air–sea buoy-

ancy flux, (b) heat-equivalent net freshwater flux (positive indicates freshwater gain), (c) air–

sea heat flux (positive indicates ocean heat gain), and (d) September MLD. Contours: selected

neutral density surfaces at the surface ocean in CORE-HIND (smoothing applied).
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MLD maxima in the Indian (Fig. S6o) and Pacific basins

(Fig. S6m), CORE-HIND minus CORE-CLIM anomalies in

MLD are in many years positive. These appear driven by both

wind stress (especially in the Indian basin, Fig. 9f) and buoyancy

forcing (especially in the Pacific basin, Fig. 9g). The buoyancy

losses in the Pacific basin are in turn related to reduced heat gains

in the 1980s–90s (not shown). In theAtlantic and Indian basins for

densities between 27 and 27.5 kgm23, deeper MLDs are caused

by enhanced wind stress (Figs. 9e,f) that overwhelms the effect of

increased air–sea buoyancy inputs (Figs. 7b,c and 9h,i). Increased

wind stress also causes deeper MLD in the Pacific and Indian

basins for water masses of densities . 27.5 kgm23 (Fig. 9).

In summary, the model results show that the shoaling of the

MLD maxima in the Pacific and Indian basins is mostly driven

by increased buoyancy inputs of heat and freshwater. Wind

stress increases appear instead at the origin of MLD deepening

at high latitudes/densities (.27.5 kgm23) in the Pacific and

Indian basins and of the MLD deepening at 27–27.5 kgm23 in

the Atlantic and Indian basins. Both wind stress and buoyancy

forcing cause the intermittent increase inMLDon the northern

flank of the MLD maxima in the Indian and Pacific basins.

The ventilation anomaly patterns based on CFC-12 inven-

tories changes (Fig. 6) can be put in relation with changes in

MLD and in the strength of the MOC upper cell. The MLD

deepening in dense water masses (.27.5 kgm23) corresponds

to increased CFC-12 inventories in dense water masses in all

basins. The shoaling of the MLD in correspondence of the

midlatitude MLD maxima corresponds to reduced CFC-12

inventories in these water masses. The deeper mixing to the

north of the MLD maxima leads to increased CFC-12 inven-

tories in lighter density classes. The shift toward lighter density

classes of the CFC-12 inventory peaks in the Indian and Pacific

basins (Fig. 3) appears driven by this dipole ofMLDanomalies.

It should be noted that the density ranges of the MLD anom-

alies do not exactly match those of the ventilation changes,

possibly because ventilated water masses advected away from

the formation regions mix with the surrounding water masses.

In addition, MLD is not the sole driver of ventilation changes.

First, wind speed changes may affect the magnitude of air–sea

CFC-12 fluxes even in the absence of MLD changes. Second,

the spinup of the upper cell of the MOC (Fig. 5b), caused by

enhanced wind stress and associated wind stress curl anomalies

FIG. 9. Effect of wind stress and buoyancy forcing onMLD anomalies. SeptemberMLDdifferences between (a)–(c) CORE-HIND and

CORE-CLIM, (d)–(f) CORE-WIND and CORE-CLIM, and (g)–(i) CORE-BUOY and CORE-CLIM. The variables are averaged over

the outcropping surfaces of 0.05 kgm23 neutral density intervals, between 308 and 758S and over (left) the Pacific sector (1658E–608W),

(center) the Atlantic sector (608W–208E), and (right) the Indian sector (208–1658E). In (a)–(c), arrows indicate, for each basin, the density

value corresponding to the CFC-12 inventory peak in Fig. 3.
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(Figs. 7j–l), appears implicated in enhancing the mode and

intermediate water mass ventilation through increased north-

ward velocities across the sloping base of the mixed layer,

despite overall positive air–sea buoyancy flux anomalies (Figs.

7a–c). Finally, ocean vertical velocities may also contribute to

transporting tracer vertically along the water column.

This study highlights the importance of wind stress changes

in controlling to a large extent the patterns of MLD and ven-

tilation changes. We speculate that possible mechanisms by

which the wind stress increase affects the ventilation in these

experiments include: 1) the wind stress–driven strengthening

of the (residual) upper cell of theMOC (Fig. 5b) and—north of

the wind maxima—of the Ekman pumping (connected to

positive wind stress curl anomalies, Figs. 7j–l). Both processes

are expected to increase the ventilation. 2) The observed shift

in the sea ice melting patterns northward (Haumann et al.

2016) might contribute to the freshening (Fig. 7d, Fig. S7b) and

thusMLD shoaling (Fig. 9) found in CORE-WIND at densities

of ;27–27.5 kgm23 in the Pacific basin, as well as of the sali-

nification and MLD deepening for densities . 27.5 kgm23. 3)

The enhanced wind stress–driven advection of cold waters

northwardmight be partly responsible for the negative CORE-

WIND anomalies in SST (Fig. S7a) and in sea surface salinity

(SSS; Fig. S7b), especially in the Pacific, with complex effects

on the MLD. 4) Finally, as discussed by Shi et al. (2020), the

wind-driven increase in the upwelling of subsurface salty

waters could contribute to the subpolar SSS increase in the

Atlantic and Indian basins found in CORE-WIND (Fig. S7b).

The disentangling of the relative role of these processes for the

ventilation changes is a relevant open question that should be

addressed in future studies.

4. Summary and discussion

In this study, the drivers of Southern Ocean ventilation

changes from the 1960s to the late 2010s were investigated by

contrasting CFC-12 inventories in a set of hindcast and sensi-

tivity experiments performed with a global ocean general cir-

culation model at 1/48 horizontal resolution. At subpolar and

midlatitudes CFC-12 is mostly taken up at the surface in two

latitudinal bands, that is, in low-SST and high-wind speed areas

north of the sea ice edge, and in subduction areas of mode and

intermediate waters (Fig. 10a). The interior distribution of

CFC-12, which is realistically simulated compared to observed

sections, shows that peaks in tracer inventory occur north of

the deepest winter MLDs and where northward ocean trans-

port is strongest. The set of hindcast and sensitivity experi-

ments revealed a pronounced multidecadal variability of

Southern Ocean ventilation from the 1960s to the late 2010s,

with a decrease until the 1980s–90s and a subsequent increase.

This evolution is related to the overlying atmospheric forcing

and is modulated by the (often counteracting) effects of wind

stress and buoyancy forcing (Fig. 4). The wind stress intensi-

fication in the past decades caused a ventilation increase in

denser water masses as well as in lighter water masses (Fig.

10b). On the other hand, increased buoyancy due to ocean heat

and freshwater gains gave rise to increased stratification es-

pecially until the 1980s, which in turn caused a reduction and

shift in ventilation toward lighter density classes (Fig. 10c).

This study highlights wind stress as the main driver of venti-

lation changes, via deeper MLDs and a stronger MOC, even

though buoyancy forcing serves to modulate the overall trend

and decadal variability.

Past observational studies found an increase in Southern

Ocean ventilation from the 1990s to the late 2000s–early 2010s

(Waugh et al. 2013; Tanhua et al. 2017). This study suggests that

this increase in ventilation is part of a multidecadal pattern that

appears a robust feature in both CORE and JRA55-do ex-

periments. Based on the model results, the ongoing ventilation

increase started already in the 1980s–90s and was largely driven

by increasing wind stress, as suggested by past modeling studies

(Downes et al. 2017; Waugh et al. 2019). This study highlights

that, in addition to the wind stress increase, also buoyancy

forcing modulated the ventilation changes. Indeed, without the

heat and freshwater gains imprinted to the ocean since the 1960s,

the Southern Ocean ventilation increase would have been much

FIG. 10. Schematic of mechanisms emerging from this study.

(a) Locations and mechanisms of mean CFC-12 uptake and ven-

tilation at mid and subpolar latitudes. Changes in ventilation (ar-

rows) andMLD (gray contours) associated with (b) increased wind

stress and (c) buoyancy forcing changes in the past decades.
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larger. The opposing effect of changes in wind stress and in

buoyancy forcing on Southern Ocean properties, also emerging

from a recent climate model study (Shi et al. 2020), is a relevant

aspect that should be further investigated in future studies.

Even though the multidecadal variability in ventilation is a

robust feature in both JRA-HIND and CORE-HIND experi-

ments, a note of caution is warranted regarding the uncertainty

in these trends. Observational data of atmospheric properties

included in the ocean reanalyses carry some uncertainty (Large

and Yeager 2009) and prior to 1979 the precipitation dataset

does not contain any interannual variability at all (Large and

Yeager 2009; Tsujino et al. 2018). Fortunately, this study sug-

gests that heat fluxes are the main driver of the MLD vari-

ability in the study area (Fig. 7). It should also be noticed that

the wind stress and MLD time series from the same model

forced by the two different CORE and JRA55-do atmospheric

reanalyses (Fig. 5) have a similar interannual variability but

different long-term trends. This highlights the uncertainty of

the observational reanalyses used to force ocean models

(Swart et al. 2015) and raises the question as to whether

the ventilation trends found in this study are robust. Since the

wind stress trend in CORE-HIND is likely overestimated

(Swart et al. 2015), it can be speculated that the true venti-

lation increase is smaller than that predicted by the CORE-

HIND experiment.

The 1/48 horizontal resolution of themodel used in this study

is insufficient to fully resolve the ocean mesoscale eddy field,

which has been shown to modulate the response of the over-

turning circulation to wind stress changes (Morrison and Hogg

2013). According to residual mean theory (Marshall and

Radko 2003) a wind stress–driven increase in northward

Ekman transport is at least partially compensated by an op-

posing increase in the southward eddy-induced transport.

Through this process of ‘‘eddy compensation,’’ the residual

overturning (Cres), which is the sum of the Ekman and of eddy-

induced transports, should increase substantially less than the

Ekman transport. Owing to the different depths of the mean

MOC and of the eddy-driven MOC (C*), it is, however, still

unclear whether eddies are able to fully compensate for wind-

driven increases of the Ekman transport (Morrison and Hogg

2013). Because of the limited horizontal resolution of the

model used in this study, it can be questioned whether an in-

adequate representation of the ‘‘eddy compensation’’ process

might lead to an overestimated response of the ventilation to

the wind stress increase. To assess this aspect, C* and Cres are

calculated for the model simulations (as described in appendix

A) and their mean patterns and temporal evolutions are shown

in Figs. 5b and 11. The simulated patterns and magnitudes of

C* and Cres (Figs. 11a,b) are comparable to other models at

this resolution (Farneti et al. 2015). TheCres maximum and the

C* minimum both increase in response to the strong wind

stress increase in CORE-HIND (Figs. 5b and 11c). The C*

minimum in JRA-HIND (Fig. 11c) does not instead show an

increasing trend, possibly due to the weak wind stress increase

(Fig. 5b). In CORE-HIND, the scaling factor between the wind

stress averaged in 2000–09 and that averaged in 1960–69 is 1.22,

and the scaling factor for the C* minimum is 1.13. This indi-

cates, following the scaling theory applied by Morrison and

Hogg (2013) and Farneti et al. (2015), that the CORE-HIND

experiment simulates some degree of ‘‘eddy compensation.’’

The question of whether a higher-resolution model would

generate a weaker ventilation response to the wind stress in-

crease is an important open question that should be addressed

in future studies.

Observational studies uncovered pronounced changes of

the Southern Ocean carbon uptake in the past decades, with

a weakened sink until the beginning of the 2000s caused by

wind-driven increase in the upwelling of carbon-rich waters

(Le Quéré et al. 2007), a reinvigoration until early 2010s

(Landschützer et al. 2015), and a subsequent weakening

(Keppler and Landschu ̈tzer 2019). These decadal fluctuations

of the Southern Ocean carbon sink are still not fully explained

butmight be linked to decadal phases of the upper-oceanMOC

(DeVries et al. 2017), to regional changes in wind patterns

(Keppler and Landschu ̈tzer 2019), or to changes in the rate of

anthropogenic CO2 uptake in AAIW-SAMW (Tanhua et al.

2017; Carter et al. 2019). The role of changing ventilation for

the anthropogenic CO2 uptake and thus for the overall

Southern Ocean carbon sink is still not fully understood. A

related question is whether CFC-12 can be used as a proxy of

anthropogenic CO2. Due to the buffering effect of carbonate

chemistry (Broecker and Peng 1974), CO2 equilibrates signif-

icantly more slowly in seawater than CFC-12 (Ito and Follows

2013; Jones et al. 2014) and its uptake decreases with latitude

due to the Revelle factor (Sabine et al. 2004). It is therefore

possible that surface waters being subducted to the ocean in-

terior may have not yet fully equilibrated with the atmospheric

CO2 and that the spatial patterns of CFC-12 and anthropogenic

CO2 uptake will differ substantially.

An outstanding question is how Southern Ocean ventilation

will change in the next decades. Due to the counteracting ef-

fects on ocean ventilation of increased heat and freshwater

gains (Sallée et al. 2013) and increased wind stress (Waugh

et al. 2019), the future changes in ventilation are hard to pre-

dict. Climate models are affected by long-standing biases in the

position of the westerly winds (Bracegirdle et al. 2013) and of

water mass properties (Sallée et al. 2013) and typically do not

resolve ocean mesoscale dynamics, which could have a pro-

nounced impact on ocean interior ventilation (Morrison and

Hogg 2013; Klocker 2018; Langlais et al. 2017). This study

suggests that Southern Ocean ventilation is expected to continue

to increase as long as the effect of increasing Southern

Hemisphere wind stress overwhelms that of increased stratifica-

tion. Predicting the tipping point when an increased wind-driven

ventilation will switch to a decreased buoyancy-driven ventilation

is a key question that should be addressed in future studies.
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APPENDIX A

MOC Computation

Residual mean theory (e.g., Marshall and Radko 2003)

states that the upper cell of the Southern Ocean MOC results

from the balance between two cells: a wind-driven Eulerian

MOC (Cmean) and an eddy-driven MOC (C*). In this study

the residual and Eulerian MOC are computed in density

space, which allows to better characterize water mass transports,

following the methodology outlined by Farneti et al. (2015) and

using the cdfmocsig routine of CDFTOOLS (https://github.com/

meom-group/CDFTOOLS).

Meridional volume transports are classified according to

potential density classes referenced to 2000-m depth (s2). The

residual MOC is given by the streamfunction:

C
res
(y,s, t)52

þ ðz(x,y,s,t)
2H

y(x, y, z0, t)dz0dx, (A1)

where z(x, y, s, t) is the time-varying depth of the

isopycnal,2H is the bottom depth, and y(x, y, z0, t) is the time-

varying meridional ocean velocity. It should be noted that by

averaging along latitude circles, Cres includes the opposing

contributions of the zonally averaged flow and of standing

eddies. The residual MOC Cres is computed using monthly

model output, whereas Cmean is obtained by first annually

averaging the meridional velocities and then integrating

them zonally along the annually averaged isopycnals.

Ballarotta et al. (2013) showed that monthly model outputs

are sufficient for extracting the transient eddy contribution

to the Southern Ocean overturning, even though higher

frequencies are certainly desirable. The transient eddy-

induced MOC C* is obtained the subtracting the Eulerian

MOC from the residual MOC.

FIG. 11. Spatial patterns and temporal evolution of the MOC streamfunction. MOC streamfunction in CORE-

HINDaveraged between 1960 and 2009 in density coordinates (referenced to 2000-m depth,s2) and decomposed in

its (a) residual (Cres) and (b) eddy-driven (C*) components (see appendix A for details of the calculation),

(c) annual time series of theC* minimum between 358 and 608S [see box in (b)] smoothed with a 10-point running

mean in CORE-HIND (black line) and JRA-HIND (red line).
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APPENDIX B

Computation of Heat-Equivalent Buoyancy and
Freshwater Fluxes

To readily compare the relative importance of heat and fresh-

water contributions to the buoyancy fluxes, buoyancy and fresh-

water fluxes are expressed as heat-equivalent fluxes using the

approach outlined in Cerove�cki et al. (2011). The heat-equivalent

buoyancy flux (QBF;Wm22) is the sum of air–sea heat flux (QHF)

and of heat-equivalent net freshwater flux (QFW):

Q
BF

5Q
HF

1Q
FW

5
r
0
c
p

ga
B , (B1)

where B is the air–sea buoyancy flux computed as

B5

�
g

r
0

� 
aQ

HF

c
p

2 r
0
bSF

FW

!
, (B2)

where S is surface ocean salinity, r0 is a reference density, cp is

the specific heat of seawater, g is the gravitational acceleration

constant, a and b are the thermal expansion and saline con-

traction coefficients, and FFW (mmday21) is the net freshwater

flux (including the balance of evaporation, precipitation, run-

off, and sea ice melting/freezing). The air–sea heat flux QHF is

positive for an ocean heat gain, and FFW is positive for an ocean

freshwater loss. The heat-equivalent freshwater flux QFW (posi-

tive for a freshwater gain) is then computed as

Q
FW

52
r
0
c
p

a
bSF

FW
. (B3)
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